Topic segmentation is important for many natural language processing applications such as information retrieval, text summarization... In our work, we are interested in the topic segmentation of textual document. We present a survey of related works particularly C99 and TextTiling. Then, we propose an adaptation of these topic segmenters for textual document written in Arabic language named as ArabC99 and ArabTextTiling. For experimental results, we construct an Arabic corpus based on newspapers of different Arab countries. Finally, we evaluate the performance of these new segmenters by comparing them together and to related works using the metrics WindowDiff and F-measure.
Introduction
The aim of topic segmentation is to divide a document into segments, such that each segment is thematically coherent and consecutive segments are about different topics. This technique is used to improve the access to information. For example, in information retrieval, short relevant text segments that directly correspond to the user's query can be returned instead of long documents. For text summarizing, a better summary can be obtained from topically segmented documents. For the last years, several approaches have been proposed for the topic segmentation and they can be classified in endogenous approach and exogenous approach. The first approach exploits the information contained in the text to be segmented such as lexical repetition. In the other hand, the second approach uses external resources like: thesaurus, dictionary and co-occurrence network.
While extensive research has targeted the topic segmentation for the English language, few have studied it in other languages especially for the Arabic language. Indeed, for the last years, many topic segmenters for English language have been presented by several authors. For example, we mention TextTiling which is developed by Hearst 1 . She uses a sliding window and computes similarities between adjacent blocks based on their frequency vectors. Choi 2 presented a new topic segmenter which is C99 . This algorithm is based on lexical cohesion and it uses the cosine metric to compute similarity between sentences. Later, Choi 3 improved his algorithm by using Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) to extract semantic knowledge from corpora. Ferret 4 proposed his own topic segmenter F06 which is based on TextTiling algorithm. Later, he improved it by using the thematic similarities between words and he named it F06T. He used also a co-occurrence network in his third algorithm F06C. Then, he combined F06T and F06C and proposed the F06CT algorithm.
Unlike the English language, there is a lack of research for the Arabic language. In fact, the specific issue dealing with topic segmentation for the Arabic language is raised in the research of Brants et al. 5 in 2002, El-Shayeb et al. 6 in 2007, Touir et al. 7 in 2008 and Harrag et al. 8 in 2010. In the work of Brants et al. 5 , new topic segmenter has been presented, namely TopSeg, which is based on Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA). The aim of this segmenter is to identify boundaries between concatenated texts. The limit of this work is that TopSeg ignores the stemming step and uses full forms terms and character n-grams which increase the execution time. For the evaluation, Brants et al. 5 used the error probability which have been criticized for being biased, e.g., it penalizes false negatives (missed boundaries) more than false positives (erroneous additional boundaries). In the work of El-shayeb et al. 6 , a comparative analysis of three different text segmentation algorithms (SeLeCT, LCseg and TextTiling) on Arabic news stories, was presented. Also, a combined system of SeLeCt and LCseg (ModSeleCT) was described. For that, each algorithm was implemented, adopted for Arabic language and evaluated on an Arabic Reuters news story dataset. The objective of this work is to identify boundaries between 1000 concatenated news stories. For the evaluation, four metrics have been used: Recall, Precision, Rseg and WindowDiff. In the work of Touir et al. 7 , an automatic technique to help segment the Arabic texts while preserving the semantics was presented. This technique is based on an empirical study on the sentences and clauses connectors. In order to evaluate the segmentation process, only ten Arabic essays were segmented and the results were compared to manual segmentations performed by linguistic experts. So, for the comparison they used two factors: correct hit and incorrect hit. The correct hit represents the position marked by the process as a segment boundary and agreed by the judge. Incorrect hit represents the position marked by the process as a segment boundary and the judge disagrees with it. In the work of Harrag at al. 8 , the two topic segmenters C99 and TextTiling was adapted to the Arabic language using the light stemmer. As result, two segmenters have been presented: TopSegArab and ArabTiling. To evaluate the performance of these two systems, only five texts were segmented and the results were compared with the judgments of a group of seven readers. The comparison was accomplished by using three metrics: Recall, Precision and F-measure which is more specific to the information retrieval than the topic segmentation.
In this paper, we dedicated our research to the topic segmentation on Arabic text corpus. Therefore, this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the adaptation of C99 2 and TextTiling 1 to the Arabic language; Section 3 describes our Arabic test corpus; Section 4 deals with the evaluation of the proposed segmenters; and finally, section 5 is dedicated to the conclusion and our future work.
Adaptation to Arabic language
Currently, the most known algorithms for topic segmentation are C99 2 and TextTiling 1 . These two segmenters are dedicated to the English language. So, we decide to adapt them to the Arabic language. Therefore, in this section, two text segmentation systems are presented, namely ArabC99 and ArabTextTiling and they are based respectively on C99 2 algorithm and TextTiling 2 algorithm.
ArabC99
ArabC99 is a topic segmenter dedicated for the Arabic language. It is based on lexical cohesion and it goes through two important steps: pre-processing and segmentation. The pre-processing step includes the following operations: words extraction, stop words elimination and stemming. Indeed, ArabC99 extracts all the words from the input text. Then, the not useful words are eliminated by using a list of stop word specific to the Arabic language. Next, a stemming program is applied in order to provide the root of each useful word. For that, we use the Shereen Khoja's stemmer 9 which is used to Arabic language. In fact, Khoja's stemmer 9 removes the longest suffix and the longest prefix. Then it matches the remaining word with verbal and nouns patterns, to extract the root. The stemmer makes use of several linguistic data files such as a list of all diacritic characters, punctuation characters, definite articles and 168 stop words. To better explain the pre-processing step, we present the following example. As shown in Fig. 1 , the three operations have been applied to one arabic sentence along with a translation to the English language. The second step is the segmentation which is the same as C99 algorithm 2 . As shown in Fig. 2 , this step is divided in four phases. The first phase is the construction of the frequency dictionary. In fact, each sentence is represented by a vector which contains the frequency of each word. The second phase is the similarity matrix construction. In fact, the similarity between a pair of sentences is computed using the cosine measure as shown in equation 1. Once the similarity matrix is constructed, the rank matrix will be calculated. Each value in the similarity matrix is replaced by its rank in the local region. As shown in equation 2, the rank is the number of neighboring elements with a lower similarity value. Finally, the fourth phase is dedicated to identify the topic boundaries by using Reynar's maximisation algorithm 10 .
With f x, j denote the frequency of word j in sentence x and f y, j denote the frequency of word j in sentence y.
Rank(x, y) = Number of elements with a lower similarity value compared to sim(x,y) Number of elements examined (2)
ArabTextTiling
ArabTextTiling is a topic segmentation algorithm for Arabic language. Like ArabC99, this algorithm contains two important steps: pre-processing and segmentation. The pre-processing step consists of the succession of the following operations: words extraction, stop words elimination and stemming. For the stemming phase, we also use Khoja's stemmer 9 . In fact, the pre-processing step of ArabTextTiling is the same as the pre-processing step of ArabC99 (Fig. 1) . The second step is the same as TextTiling 1 and it includes three phases (Fig. 3) . The first one is the blocks construction by using a sliding window. Then, the similarity between blocks is calculated by the cosine measure as in equation 1. This formula yields a score between 0 and 1, inclusive. These scores will be plotted as shown in Fig. 3 . Finally, boundaries are determined by changes in the sequence of similarity scores. These changes are detected by recording the higher peaks in the similarity curve.
Example of topic segmentation
To better understand the concept of topic segmentation, we present the following example. In this example, we have performed ArabTextTiling on an Arabic document. This document is constructed from a concatenation of two articles from the Algerian newspaper Al-Chourouk 11 . The first paper is about the protest of higher school teachers to condemn the phenomenon of school violence in Algeria. The second paper is about the organization of the General Assembly of the federal electoral Algerian Football. As shown in Fig. 4 , our segmenter identified correctly and automatically the two parts of the document. The originality of our research is presented by the fact that we used an important amount of data (120 raw texts) unlike the works of Touir et al. 7 (10 texts) and Harrag et al. 8 (5 texts). Also, the aim of our work is not only the identification of boundaries between concatenated texts like the most of research which has presented until now. Indeed, we have constructed two sets. For the first set we have combined four documents in series in order to identify boundaries between texts. While for the second set and as shown in Fig. 5 , we have combined four documents by section and in turn. 
Evaluation
Unlike the inefficient metrics which have been used in the works of Bants et al. 5 and Touir et al. 7 , we used the two metrics F-measure and WindowDiff for the evaluation. Indeed, the WindowDiff metric is a variant of the Pk measure which uses a sliding window. This window allows to take into account the number of boundaries between two sentences remote with a distance k (k is the length of the sliding window). In the other hand, the F-measure metric has been seeing as a compromise between the two major standards for the evaluation which are Recall and Precision. So, with the use of F-measure and WindowDiff, we have evaluated our new topic segmenters for the two test sets which have been described in the previous section.
Evaluation results using the first set:
In this subsection, we present the results of each algorithm (ArabC99 and ArabTextTiling) for the first set with the use of curves and summary tables to properly analyze the results.
As we said in section 3, there are four collections of documents which are well identified in the following curves. In fact, the first collection which is related to the Tunisian newspaper 13 is limited by the origin of the curve and point A. The second collection of article which is from the Egyptian newspaper 14 is limited by the two points A and B. The third collection which contains articles from the Algerian newspaper 11 is limited by B and C. Finally, the fourth collection which is related to the Arabic version of The Diplomatic World 12 is limited by C and D. Fig. 6 shows the F-measure values as a function of 120 documents. The ArabC99 performance is better than ArabTextTiling performance especially for the second and fourth collection. For the first collection, the performance of the two segmenters gets close.
In table 1, the average F-measure results of ArabC99 and ArabTextTiling is shown. The results show that ArabC99 outperforms ArabTextTiling in all the four collections of documents. Also, for the fourth collection, F-measure values of the two segmenters decreases relative to the other collections. Fig. 7 shows the WindowDiff values as a function of the four collections of documents. Largely, the performance of ArabC99 is better than the performance of ArabTextTiling. Indeed, the error rate of ArabC99 is less than the error The table 2 contains the average WindowDiff results of ArabC99 and ArabTextTiling for the first set. The results show that ArabC99 has the smallest error rate compared to ArabTextTiling especially for the two last collections. 
Evaluation results using the second set:
In this subsection, we present the results of ArabC99 and ArabTextTiling for the second set using the two metrics F-measure and WindowDiff. Fig. 8 shows the F-measure results as a function of the 120 documents for our two topic segmenters. For the third and fourth collection, the performance of ArabC99 is always better than the performance of ArabTextTiling.
Yet, for the first and second collection, the performance of the two segmenters gets close and for some documents ArabTextTiling outperforms ArabC99. The table 3 contains the average F-measure values. As shown in this table, we notice that the performance ArabC99 is better than the performance of ArabTextTiling. We also notice that the F-measure values of ArabTextTiling decreases for the last collection. Fig. 9 shows the WindowDiff values as a function of the four collections of documents. For the two first collections, the performance of ArabC99 and ArabTextTiling are almost close. In fact, ArabC99 outperforms ArabTextTiling for some documents and the opposite is also true. But, for the last two collections, the performance of ArabC99 is better than the performance of ArabTextTiling especially for the fourth collection. The table 4 presents the segmentation performs of ArabC99 and ArabTextTiling using the WindowDiff metric. For the two first collections, ArabTextTiling outperforms ArabC99 with the smallest error rates. While for the last two collection, the performance of ArabC99 is better than the performance of ArabTextTiling. 
Discussion
In general, ArabC99 outperforms ArabTextTiling for the two sets. However, the performance of each segmenter is not the same for the four collections of documents. This difference can be explained by the fact that the four collections are from different sources (Tunisian, Egyptian and Algerian). In fact, these countries use Arabic language but each one of them is characterized by its own style. Also, for the fourth collection that treats only one topic which is politic, the performance of ArabTextTiling decreases and ArabC99 remains the best among the two of them. Furthermore, this collection is also characterized with length of its documents.
Moreover, if we compare our work with the work of Harrag at al. 8 , we can say that our results are different. As shown in table 5, Harrag et al. 8 confirmed that ArabTiling which is the Arabic version of TextTiling is better than TopSegArab which is the Arabic version of C99. Indeed, compared to TopSegArab, ArabTiling has the best values of Precision (0.81) and F-measure (0.65). While, in our work we found that ArabC99 outperforms ArabTextTiling for the two test sets. In fact the evaluation of Harrag at al. 8 is not reliable because they have only used five texts as a data set which is very little for a trustworthy evaluation. Also this difference is caused by the use of a different stemmer which requires a further study and the use of a different data source. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed an adaptation of two topic segmenters (C99 and TextTiling) for textual document written in Arabic language. The Arabic segmenters ArabC99 and ArabTextTiling use Khoja's stemmer. We evaluate these segmenters with two test sets based on newspapers of different Arab countries. The originality of this work is that the evaluation is not limited to the detection of boundary between texts. We notice too that for Arabic language, the difference between the dialects of countries can be important in the topic segmenter process. In addition to that we remark that the adaptation of topic segmenter depends of the choice of the Arabic stemmer and we must study this effect in depth.
From this work several future works can be considered. As a first work, we must evaluate our new segmenters using an Arabic benchmark such as the corpus of Latifa 15 which includes 842684 words and 415 texts. We must also study the integration of Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) and Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA) in the topic segmentation. To go further, we should propose a new multilingual hybrid topic segmenter which uses internal and external resources.
